
H1499ICAT
 H36LVRTAT 
H1499TAT 

 H1499RTAT
EL1499ICA  

EL1499IS
EL1499/EL1499R 

EL1499A/EL1499RA
NORA CAN EI41713
JUNO CAN  IC44N

Magnetic Transformer Compatibility
Brand Model Transformer Compatibility

HALO CAN

OK
OK
OK
OK

OK

ELCO CAN
OK
OK
OK

OK
OK

Titanium Series 4.0 MR16 4W 
4MR16G4

*GREEN CREATIVE has provided this transformer compatibility chart for guidance when selecting a transformer and lamp 
combination. Our lamps were tested for compatibility with the above listed transformers. Transformers that do not appear 
on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. 
The quality of the local main, existing installation and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above 
transformers may affect performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general 
recommendation to perform a test on-site prior to installing the LED lamps.

Table Key
OK= Fully compatible
__-__% = Compatible within this range, flicker outside the range
X= Incompatible



LET60
LET75

RS12-60M DC：1130 
RS12-60M DC：1124LED 
RS12-60M LED DC：1323 

RS12-80M DC1132

HATCH

OK
OK
OK
X

Electronic Transformer Compatibility
Brand Model Transformer Compatibility

LIGHT TECH
OK
OK

Titanium Series 4.0 MR16 4W 
4MR16G4

Table Key
OK= Fully compatible
__-__% = Compatible within this range, flicker outside the range
X= Incompatible

*GREEN CREATIVE has provided this transformer compatibility chart for guidance when selecting a transformer and lamp 
combination. Our lamps were tested for compatibility with the above listed transformers. Transformers that do not appear 
on the chart might still be compatible but have not been tested. All testing has been performed with a stable main supply. 
The quality of the local main, existing installation and wiring, as well as different manufacturer versions of the above 
transformers may affect performance. Since no assurance can be provided regarding these factors, it is a general 
recommendation to perform a test on-site prior to installing the LED lamps.
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